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Here we are, full speed ahead in
2015. I hope everyone’s new year has
started off on a positive note, but unfor-
tunately we know in life that is not always
the case. For those of you facing chal-
lenges remember you have your ARFF
Working Group family behind you and
there is still a long way to go to turn this
year around. Stay strong! For those of you
who are off to a good start, keep that

glass half full and bring some of your positive momentum to
our team.

We just finished a great Chief’s and Leadership School. It
was a very good program of speakers that discussed topics
important to our ARFF leadership team. A special thanks goes
out to the American Association of Airport Executives (AAAE)
for being such a fantastic partner for this event. If you were
not able to make it, mark your calendars for January 26-29,
2016, when we will take the show to my neck of the woods on
International Drive in Orlando, Florida. It is a great venue! We
are going to continue focusing to bring subjects current to our
leadership challenges and people who can deliver the mes-
sage in a way that you do not want it to end. That would be an
exception with Chief Tim Sampey and myself, because we
went over our allotted times. 

There are two areas I want to address and this is not the
first time you should have heard either of them. First, we are
in the process of finalizing our task groups for the NTSB rec-
ommendations. This is a great time in our history to make a
difference, but you must sign up to have a seat at the table.
We need volunteers to submit a resume and this seems to be
causing some concern. Please understand we do not need an
all-encompassing document like you would use for a job appli-
cation. We just need a general idea of what
experience/expertise you bring to the team. The NTSB wants
to see a broad range of experts involved with the process to
ensure we develop the appropriate responses that will bene-
fit ARFF and improve the safety of the people we protect. The
NTSB recommendations are a tremendous opportunity to use

our knowledge and experience to effect positive change. The
NTSB has shown they respect our organization and feel we
deserve to play a part in improving the safety of aviation –
let’s show them they were right! We need to ensure the ARFF
Working Group continues to gain recognition as leaders in
safety for the aviation industry across the globe. Go to the
NTSB Safety Recommendation link in the Hot Topics box on
the ARFF Working Group website to sign up for a task group.
We need your help!! 

The second item may not be as well known by everyone,
but many of you have heard our pleas for articles to publish in
this magazine. You may have noticed that some editions of
our magazine have come out after the two month period it
was representing. The magazine is published six times a year,
so it should be in your hands, and now available online, every
other month. Unfortunately, we often have to chase people
down to get quality articles. You each have stories to tell! You
have expertise in a specific arena or your department has
been involved in something that would benefit our entire read-
ership. We need your stories! We have an editorial team that
will help you massage your article so that all of us look good;
however, we cannot tell your story, we need you to do that.
This is a great opportunity to get yourself and your depart-
ment recognized in a professional publication. 

You can see all of the articles we have published by going
to the News tab on the ARFF Working Group website. The
AARRFFFF  NNeewwss  magazine link provides you with all the previous
editions of the magazine and another link to submit an article.
This new link will allow us to have a funnel for articles to come
into the system and work their way through the editorial
process. It is a process and one you will be proud to be part of
once you see your article in final print. 

This organization requires an enormous group effort that
involves all of us in order to be successful. Your Board of
Directors have full time jobs, just like each of you, and we all
need to give a little back to our awesome profession. This
organization truly belongs to each of us and here are two
great opportunities for you to make a difference. Please get
involved with YOUR organization!!!! �



The Miami International Airport (MIA) Fire Rescue
Division is a national leader in providing training for its
Airport Rescue Fire Fighting (ARFF) Driver/Operators
(D/Os). In my position as the Training Coordinator, I lead
the ongoing development and implementation of a com-
prehensive training program based upon my twenty years
of experience and the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA), National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), and
Department of Defense training guidelines and best prac-
tices. This program includes hands-on training, computer
simulation, and written and practical evaluations that
enable trainees to become proficient in the operation of
ARFF vehicles and facilitates the re-qualification of all
ARFF Driver Operators at MIA.

All indexed airports must establish a training program
that complies with the guidelines set forth in Federal
Aviation Administration Advisory Circular Number
150/5210-23: ARFF Vehicle and High Reach Extendable
Turret (HRET) Operation, Training, and Qualification.   The
training must be vehicle specific, include scenario based
vehicle operations, be delivered by knowledgeable and
experienced instructors, have a method for determining
driver proficiency, and be accurately reported. Each vehi-
cle must have its own lesson plan and training proce-
dures.  Qualification on any ARFF vehicle cannot remain in
effect for longer than one year.  The re-qualification train-
ing must also have a method for determining proficiency.

Despite these guidelines being mandated by the FAA,
many airport fire departments and ARFF providers have
yet to develop or institute training and re-qualification pro-
grams. Others have found their programs do not meet the
standards set by the FAA. The FAA Inspector’s primary con-
cern is passenger safety and ARFF Driver/Operators are a
critical component in assuring passenger safety in an air-
craft emergency response. Upon arrival, the driver/opera-
tor must be able to operate his/her vehicle quickly, safely,
and effectively, and must respond to accident scenes in a
manner that does not endanger survivors, ARFF
crewmembers, other emergency responders, and all other
airfield workers.

FAA guidelines emphasize hands-on training with
“time on the joystick” and “wheel time” practicing
required skills as the most important part of a training
program for qualifying new driver/operators and for the re-
qualification of current operators. The main elements of
the program at Miami International Airport are vehicle
specific Job Performance Requirements (JPRs), vehicle
operation guidelines, scenario based hands-on vehicle
operation, written and practical evaluations, and sched-
uled monthly training activities.  The program provides
hands-on training for new operators.  As the trainee pro-
gresses through the program, wheel and joystick time
increases and allows the trainee to practice the skills
required to safely and correctly operate an ARFF vehicle.

Trainees and re-qualifying individuals are evaluated
on a set of standardized performance metrics, the results
of which are reported on electronic and written media,
including a tracking database, time sheets, and forms
that identify the trainee, trainer, training time, and train-
ing objectives, and the recording of the results of all eval-
uations. The training documentation can easily be
reviewed by staff, administrators, and FAA inspectors.

Job Performance Requirements (JPRs) and vehicle
operation guidelines describe what a trainee must satis-
factorily demonstrate to become a qualified.  These activ-
ities include; vehicle inspection and maintenance proce-
dures, safe and efficient vehicle driving, following the
rules of the road for driving on the AOA, responding to var-
ious locations on the airfield, aircraft familiarization, rec-
ognizing airfield signs and markings, application of extin-
guishing agents, re-supply of extinguishing agents, opera-
tion of the vehicle in  pump and roll and stationary pump
modes, HRET operations, Air Traffic Control Tower commu-
nications, and fire department communications.

The JPRs are vehicle specific forms that must be com-
pleted by the trainee. The forms require the trainee to
learn information about the vehicles independently by
familiarizing themselves with the vehicles and studying
vehicle specifications. The trainee must enter information
about the vehicle capacities, type of extinguishing agents,
amount of extinguishing agents, turret and nozzle flows,
engine type, fluid capacities, pump type, compartment
location, and vehicle inventory.

The Training Coordinator accompanies the trainee
during all vehicle operations and guides the trainee
through various exercises and realistic scenarios so the
trainee develops knowledge of safe vehicle operation, tur-
ret and nozzle operations, HRET operations, ARFF tactics
and strategy, and incident response.  At MIA, trainees
practice their skills using actual aircraft and a Penetration
Aircraft Skin Trainer (PAST) device.  

Qualification training is complete when the trainee
has developed the proficiency to successfully accomplish
the tasks set forth in the practical proficiency test, suc-
cessfully navigate a maneuvering/obstacle course, and
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pass a written exam. All qualification procedures are
administered by the Training Coordinator.

Once qualified, individuals must re-qualify to operate
a vehicle every twelve months. The re-qualification pro-
gram is based on realistic scenarios where individuals can
practice skills and learn new techniques. Electronic media
including videos, power point presentations, and comput-
er based simulation are used as training aids. Re-qualifi-
cation training is scheduled on a monthly basis with each
month dedicated to a different FAA required training sub-
ject. The re-qualifying individual must successfully com-
plete a practical proficiency evaluation.    

The training staff at MIA provides hands-on training
that enables trainees and qualified individuals to experi-
ence realistic aircraft emergency response situations.
Driver/Operators and trainees take part in scenarios with
actual aircraft and learn operational techniques, develop
situational awareness, and gain experience in the effec-
tive handling of vehicles and auxiliary equipment in and
around aircraft.  

Miami International Airport took advantage of the
FedEx surplus aircraft program and acquired a retired
Boeing 727. This aircraft enables trainees to use ARFF
vehicles in realistic scenarios including; performing run-
ups, determining effective turret stream distance, learn-
ing ARFF vehicle placement tactics, and applying agent for
extinguishment or to provide a clear path for escaping
passengers. Additionally, thanks to a partnership with an
aircraft salvage and dismantling company, several air-
craft, including a 737, a DC-10, and a turbo prop com-
muter have been utilized for hands-on HRET vehicle train-
ing at MIA.  Driver/Operators of HRET units can realistical-
ly visualize standoff distances, determine the most practi-
cal and efficient locations for piercing, pierce an aircraft
from many positions, and apply extinguishing agents into
an aircraft using the HRET piercing nozzle.

A training program is a constantly evolving process.
Trainers must keep up to date on new techniques and pro-
cedures and be aware of techniques that are no longer

the most effective. Trainers should continuously monitor
the training program for efficient operation and make
improvements to content and procedures as needed. As
the MIA ARFF Driver Operator Training Coordinator, I cur-
rently provide all hands-on training, monitor and record
each trainee’s progress, administer written and practical
evaluations, and update training content and procedures.

Qualification training is only the beginning of an ARFF
D/Os learning experience. They must routinely practice
the various skills required for safe and effective operation
of an Aircraft Fire Fighting vehicle. Daily operation of a
vehicle and its components in a structured program helps
to maintain familiarity with vehicle controls, builds skills
and confidence, and increases knowledge of tactics and
strategy, all which enhances the safety of the flying public.

The development and implementation of an FAA com-
pliant ARFF Driver/Operator training program at MIA
began with a commitment from the Chief of the Airport
Fire Rescue Division to support the vision of an ARFF D/O
training program set forth by myself and the other mem-
bers of the training staff. The necessity of starting a train-
ing program and the preliminary design was presented to
and approved by the Miami Dade Aviation Department,
the Authority Having Jurisdiction of Miami International
Airport. The last step prior to implementing the program
was approval by the Director of Miami Dade Fire Rescue.
The training program passed the scrutiny of FAA inspec-
tors at the 2014 annual airport inspection.

With a strong commitment and a belief there was a
better way to train and educate individuals operating
Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting Vehicles, the training
program at MIA began in May of 2012. Prior to the com-
mencement of training in November 2012, the training
staff and I conducted research, compiled information, pro-
duced lesson plans, and established the structure of the
program. Today’s ARFF D/O training program at MIA bears
little resemblance to the old “training by rumor” style of
the past.

About the author: Richard Amat has been an
ARFF Firefighter and Driver/Operator (D/O) at
Miami International Airport (MIA) for over 20
years. He is the ARFF D/O Training Coordinator
at MIA. Richard has an A.S. Degree in Fire Science
and is a State of Florida Fire Instructor II. Contact
Richard at richard@arffventures.com. �
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Occasionally, Airport Fire Departments may be
requested to reach out to other emergency agencies and
enlighten them on the aspects of aircraft rescue and fire
fighting.  This type of training has also been a topic of dis-
cussion at large scale incidents occurring at large air-
ports.  To what degree should they be trained?  What top-
ics are crucial?  Is hands-on training an option?  The
answer to these questions will probably vary from one
training session to another, but reaching out to other first
response agencies on the characteristics of aircraft acci-
dents at their request, is a pro-active step on their part
and the ARFF industry should embrace them with our
knowledge and experience.

When first asked to conduct one these sessions sev-
eral years ago, the request was to make fire fighters
“Aware” of what they would be up against if an aircraft
accident happened in their jurisdiction.  Hence, I
embarked on an Awareness level concept for first
response agencies.  I wasn’t trying to make them certified
airport fire fighters or even technical rescue experts for
aircraft.  I simply wanted to provide them information and
when possible, hands-on experience as to what they may
come across should an aircraft accident occur.  My

research began.
Many departments train to the 1006 Standard for res-

cue but this falls short of educating them on aircraft inci-
dents.  National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
Standard 1006 does NOT address rescue from aircraft.
Rescue from aircraft is addressed in NFPA 1003.  This
particular standard is for Airport Fire Fighters and is not
practical for all departments to train to.  While depart-
ments immediately adjacent to air carrier airports may
find benefit in training to this level, rural departments or
departments not near air carrier airports may instead ben-
efit from being made “Aware” of aircraft accident charac-
teristics.

In my introduction, I show images of actual aircraft
and incidents and then explain some of what they are
actually seeing:  A crop duster on an aircraft ramp burning
and fire fighters attacking the fire without breathing appa-
ratus.  An F-117 and the story of one these crashing at an
airshow and numerous fire fighters ending up in the hos-
pital with respiratory problems because they too weren’t
wearing breathing apparatus.  My motivation for these
slides is to illustrate they may not know what they are up
against.
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I broke the academic portion of the program into ten
(10) different topics. 

1. The Probability of an Incident in the area where
the training is being presented.

2. Type of Crashes
3. Scene Security
4. Anatomy of an Airplane
5. Hazards of Aircraft
6. Fire Fighting Agents
7. Extrication Considerations
8. Support Agencies
9. Military Aircraft
10. Helicopters
In developing a training module, one of the first things

to consider when teaching this session is the likelihood of
such an incident.  Locally, I use the National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) Data Base and keep
this information updated to show the students the number
of incidents in the State for the previous calendar year.
This also shows the fatality statistic for these events.  I
also provide them with other known factors such as their
geographic location in relation to air carrier airports,
cargo hubs, and military bases with assigned aircraft

Our next topic is the types of aircraft incidents.  In this
part of the presentation, I discuss “High and Low Impact”
crashes and explain the difference.  In the High Impact
Crash segment, I emphasize the probability of a haz-
ardous materials incident with ALL aircraft accidents and
also inform them of the probability of sustained opera-
tions.  In this segment, they are instructed to secure the
scene and await instructions from higher authorities.  In
the U.S., this is typically the NTSB, the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), or other agencies with a vested inter-
est in the outcome of the investigation.  Students are
made aware of the possibility of a crime scene and provid-
ed local telephone contact information for aircraft acci-
dents in their respective areas.  We also identify known
shortfalls of previous incidents.  These include the need
to establish a Unified Command early in the operation, the
difficulty accessing some of these incidents, weather con-
siderations, communications concerns, and the need to
always “expect the unexpected”.  Respect for the
deceased is also addressed.

Low impact crashes are then explained.  My focus
here is to make them aware of what a low impact crash is
and the types of injuries survivors may have.  The need for
a mass casualty plan is broached and extrication con-
cerns are first mentioned here.  A continued emphasis on
the hazardous materials dilemma is provided as is the
focus on a Unified Command Operation.  The low impact
crashes area goes into more detail and takes considerably
longer as it focuses on Survivors. 

Scene security is addressed for all attendees.  The
class is normally open to law enforcement, fire fighters,
medical personnel, coroners, etc. and not everyone has
the same interests at an aircraft accident scene.  Here dif-
ferent types of security are addressed with an emphasis
on respect for the lost one and the accountability of all
first responders.  Protecting aircraft accident scenes from

varmints, looters, and even the weather may get
addressed in this segment.  

The next segment I cover, is Aircraft Anatomy.  Simple
language is the focus here to once again make them
“Aware” of the different terms used in the aviation indus-
try to describe aircraft components.   Nose of the aircraft,
tail section, main gear assemblies, avionics bay, L and R
when referring to Left and Right, are but a few of the top-
ics discussed.  This segment is generic in nature and stu-
dents are made aware each aircraft type may be different
for specific information such as battery locations, etc.  I
move from the anatomy of an aircraft to “Hazards of
Aircraft”.

Here, students are made aware of the construction
features of  aircraft.  Aluminum panels, composite materi-
als, wiring concerns, hydraulic components and lines, and
fuel capacities in general.  The hazards of propellers, jet
intakes and exhausts, rotor blades, slide chutes, sharp
metals, spring loaded doors, cargo concerns, electrical
considerations, and the many eye poking devices around
a plane are all discussed.  Specific characteristics of Jet-
A fuel and Aviation Grade Gasoline are provided here.  The
features of the Ballistic Recovery System (BRS) found on
smaller general aviation aircraft is also illustrated.
Hazardous cargo is also addressed in the Hazards of
Aircraft segment.  Cargo Airlines and Air Carrier airlines
are discussed and what they may or may not carry.
Specific procedures are identified and illustrations are
shown.   

Fire Fighting Operations is the next area covered.
Here, approach to a burning aircraft is discussed and a
focus on using a Class B extinguishing agent is addressed.
Master stream delivery operations, handline delivery oper-
ations, and portable devices are all addressed and dis-
cussed for the local operation.  Water, dry chemicals, and
gaseous agents are also addressed.  In this segment,
agent compatability, availability, and delivery is focused
on from an awareness perspective.  Shortfalls,  agent
residue clean up or containment, and hazards are also
identified.     

Extrication is the next segment.  Illustrations are pro-
vided on the best access points to aircraft and tools are
discussed in fairly great detail.  The operation of the tools
is discussed as they relate to the overall operation con-
cerns are emphasized.  These include spark producing
tools, hydraulic tools, pneumatic tools, etc.  Cribbing con-
cerns are also mentioned in this segment.  Additionally,
evidence preservation is discussed here.  

The last portion covered under Fire Fighting
Operations is the “Black Box”.  Students inevitably ask
where the black box is.  In this portion of the training, the
locations of cockpit voice recorders and flight data
recorders are discussed.  Which aircraft have them?
What do they look like?  What to do if you find one? These
are all addressed in this portion of the presentation.
Electronic Transmitter Locators (ELT) are also mentioned.

The next area addressed is military aircraft.  This par-
ticular area emphasizes safety concerns of armament and
ejection systems and also discusses the construction of
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some military planes.  Students are also made aware
these types of events may be characterized as National
Security Incidents and the military will most likely arrive in
force to mitigate the situation.  Once again, images are
provided of armament, ejection seat components, and
canopy jettison instructions as well as other unique con-
siderations of military aircraft including the next topic, hel-
icopters.

The helicopter component of the presentation is pret-
ty straight forward as most entities deal with medical hel-
icopters and are aware of their hazards.  The rotor blades,
fuel, armament components, and egress is covered here.

Often times, the class will end here with a question
and answer period.  I also provide a link to the FAA web
site and make them aware of the first
responder class
www.faa.gov/aircraft/gen_av/first_respon-
ders.  This modular on-line class re-
enforces the class.  Total time for this por-
tion of the Aircraft Accident Awareness
class typically takes approximately 4 hours
though it will obviously vary based upon
participation and interruptions.  

On occasion, Part 2 is provided.  I
encourage this and will provide it when pos-
sible.  This amounts to hands on aircraft
familiarization training.  Ideally, a propeller
aircraft, jet aircraft and helicopter are avail-
able.  When possible, entry points are
shown and demonstrated, restraint systems
are demonstrated, and other areas are
identified such as battery locations, riveting
patterns and cut in locations, ballistic
recovery systems, etc.  I have also provided
some airport familiarization training on
some occasions.  Depending on the avail-
ability of aircraft, this part of the course
may consume another 4 hours.     

Sharing our knowledge and experience
with aircraft accidents is a valuable tool in
building relations with outside entities.  Be
it a neighboring department to the airport
or one miles away from any airport, educat-
ing those who may respond to aircraft inci-
dents is incumbent on those who do.

About the Author:  Division
Chief Kevin S. Elmore is a
retired Master Sergeant with
the United States Air Force
and a 37 year veteran of the
fire service.  Kevin is a certified
Fire Officer III, Instructor III,
Inspector II, Hazardous
Materials Technician, Airport
Fire Fighter and EMT.  He is a

former chairman of the Aircraft Rescue and Fire
Fighting Working Group. �
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Upon returning from the 25th annual Conference in
Galveston last fall, I returned, as many of you probably do,
to a full inbox,  voicemail and a pile of work. As always, I
came back feeling good about the job, having learned
some new things, recharged my attitude batteries and
enjoyed the cereal malt fellowship of my brothers and sis-
ters. My credit card balances and my cup of ARFF joy both
runneth over. 

As I worked the next few weeks, I began to realize that
many of the programs I use at work over the several weeks
around the conference were completely (or at least large-
ly) a benefit  of, or as a result of relationships the ARFF
Working Group.  For example: 

September 20th of last year one of my airports (MCI)
hosted a police tac team training from multiple regional
law enforcement agencies on how to retake an aircraft
that has bad folks on board. That was followed by active
shooter training Oct. 15th at MCI with various area law
enforcement agencies and KCFD. How, I hear you ask, is
this a result of belonging to the ARFF Working Group?
Both training events utilized our FedEx-donated Boeing
727 which ended up at MCI only as a result of contacts
made and developed at ARFFWG conferences.  So much
more useful than merely pretending there is an aircraft.
Since that time, I have also attended the 2015 ARFF
Chief’s Conference in Sunny Fort Lauderdale (Chief
Palestrant says this is the full name of the city), at which
Chief Ted Costa of Massport-Logan showed an amazing
video about their active shooter drill and saw an update by
LAFD Chief Armando Hogan about the LAX active shooter.
The short story is we can do more than we are. 

The 2014 ARFFWG ARFF Chief’s Conference had a
presentation by Captain Bill Cannata on Autism for the
First Responder.  I did not attend this conference, but con-
tacted him later for an ARFF NEWS article on his presen-
tation. While doing some research on him and his pro-
gram, I learned that he had gotten a $154,000 grant from
FEMA to deliver this program around the country.  I won’t
dwell on the program here since ARFF NEWS has already
published it, but I made contact with him and in between
Oct. 21 and 24, Bill and Captain Tom Buckley of
Foxborough (MA) Fire Department flew to Kansas City and
delivered 21 classes in four days to fire, EMS, law enforce-
ment and airport personnel around the Kansas City
Region, on the FEMA dime. Also, a greater understanding
of the autistic community was spread around Kansas City.
At least 2 or 3 trainers were identified and trained to con-
tinue this good work in the region. 

The very next week, I had an opportunity to send two
firefighters to another airport in my region that was host-
ing an air cargo/dangerous goods/ crew rescue and air-
craft familiarization class offered by IPA and UPS.  The

instructors of this course I had originally met at ARFFWG
conferences, and my relationship with the other airport
started out over a beer at an ARFF Working Group
Conference.  If you can ever get to or attend this training,
make it happen.  It is very good stuff that can help you
save lives and property.

While in Galveston, an ARFF chief had told me about
a safety plan he had put together for the retired 727 that
his airport  trains on. When I returned home, I found the
safety plan and some other really useful documents
already in my inbox.  I adapted his plan to the needs of my
airport. 

Right after I got back, I also found that a company is
now working on Boeing 787’s at our airport.  I had just vis-
ited with Chief Rob Mathis of Boeing Fire a couple days
before, and went right to the Boeing website, downloaded
his slides on how firefighters should handle the lithium
batteries and the composites on it, and began delivering
accurate, up-to-date, manufacturer-endorsed training to
keep firefighters safe. I then placed a call to a vendor I
had just met at the conference for a couple items we did-
n’t have that would help us do a better job of handling this
very special plane. 

I had some open manufacturer punch list items on a
couple of new ARFF apparatus and was able to meet with
reps in Galveston and make some progress on those
items,  got a quote from another  vendor who wants to
help us resolve some tech issues,  was able to share our
Ebola policies and procedures, found a fueler safety
guideline that I needed through another chief, hooked up
my fleet manager with a vendor who sells tracking soft-
ware and made and eventually lost a World Series T-shirt
bet with a chief out in SFO.  (Go Royals anyway). Two
weeks after the conference I was told by my City that “we
need you to do a budget for next year and have real costs
in it.  You have six days…” I emptied out my briefcase of all
the business cards I picked up while in Texas and received
heavy and timely support from a lot of vendors and had a
budget done on time. 

I mentioned earlier that I attended the 2015 ARFF
Chief’s and Leadership School in sunny Fort Lauderdale.
There were presentations on preparation and response to
Ebola incidents which validated for my department many
of the actions we have taken and pointed out some pitfalls
we haven’t been caught by yet; one on operating in a con-
stantly understaffed environment;  more updates from
FAA ARFF Specialist Marc Tonnacliff; Chief Hogan’s fol-
lowup talk on the LAX active shooter which pointed me at
more resources for us to use to protect our personnel and
our airports; Dr. Rene Herron and Ann Light broke down
higher education for ARFF professionals which was imme-
diately useful in the form of a proposal to the city on an
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educational benefit; we saw Dr. Henry Morse explain how
to protect ourselves and our agencies while doing promo-
tional testing; Golda Kiger of MWAA ably delivered on FD
fitness programs, which is always represents an afford-
able, doable way we can improve both the lives of our per-
sonnel and our readiness to be able to do our jobs ;
O’Hare Chief Sampey gave us the lowdown on several
recent Chicago incidents which has prompted the draft
process of agreements to allow us to finally provide some
use of ARFF apparatus off-airport; we listened to Doug
Bailey of Newtex let us in on developments in ARFF PPE
that can be part of our next purchase process and then
got Bob Palestrant’s unvarnished perspective on ARFF
and why we are truly a special type of firefighting opera-
tions.

Yet another benefit is access to important industry
people. An example comes about because we just bought
another ARFF truck and there was a compliance question
about it. In short order, I was able to grab a manufactur-
er’s rep and the FAA ARFF Specialist, actually visit with
them,  have a quick meeting, figure out there wasn’t real-
ly a problem and I could begin unwinding an upset
Operations guy back home. I also saw a piece of equip-
ment we needed, and arranged for all our fixed facility live
burns for the next few years.

In short, I feel that I get great value from my member
ship for my ARFF Division, my Fire Department, my city,
both our city’s airports, regional responders (Fire, EMS
and police) in several ways besides the always valuable
networking and the presentations.  So many solutions
start off with “I know a guy…” Knowing those people starts
at the ARFF Working group. What have you (or your airport
or fire department) gotten out of your ARFFWG member-
ship?

About the Author:  Battalion
Chief Matt Mauer is a 26-year
veteran of the Kansas City Fire
Department.  He has led the
KCFD Aircraft Rescue Division
since 2005, which protects
both Kansas City International
(MCI) and Downtown Wheeler
(MKC) Airports. A believer in
servant leadership, he is a
Missouri State Fire Instructor,

serves with IAFF Local 3808 as their General Vice-
President and with the ARFF Working Group as
the Section 4 Director and member of the editori-
al staff. He can be reached at
matt.mauer@kcmo.org �
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Protective Measures Workshops:
Through the Eyes of the Community

by David J. Duecker 
The challenges of contemporary public emergency

preparedness are many.  It is typical of policy makers to
“look back” at the outcomes of disaster, to prescript a
pathway to survival for individuals and groups for specific
threat scenarios.  Likewise, in the face of the destruction,
injury and even death wrought by natural or manmade dis-
aster, it is common for observers to ascribe deficiency of
preparedness as the major contributor to the loss, regard-
less of the positive attributes, resources and capabilities
of the affected.

Success with the preparedness initiative is measured
primarily by the number of hits we receive on the website,
downloads, registrations or the number of pamphlets
handed out at the conference.

After more than a decade of this kind of effort in pub-
lic preparedness, we cannot with any certainty, identify
any value or progress in the targeted communities as a
result.  We do not know how the community is consuming
the product we are endeavoring to provide for them.

When emergency plans are created by experts with lit-
tle or no direct participation from the very people the
plans propose to rely on and protect, planners cannot
account for the individual and immediate circumstances
that our most precious resources face in a time of change
or adversity. 

According to a study on citizen behaviors in disaster
situations conducted by Dr. Roz Lasker of the New York
Academy of Medicine in 2004, “…the public’s reluctance
to follow (emergency) instructions was not due to igno-
rance, recalcitrance, or panic… most people had solid,
common-sense reasons for their behavior.”

In many cases, the best decision for individuals was to
act in conflict with public emergency direction. In light of
these findings, it is extremely difficult to validate, “the
lack of preparedness” as a primary cause of poor disaster
performance and limited success at survival.  

To help close the gap of knowledge between planners
and the people they wish to protect, the Protective
Measures Workshops were developed. These simple and
practical sessions cause individuals and groups to active-
ly participate in their own readiness and resilience
enhancing activities, facilitating awareness on relevant
threats and vulnerabilities and effective protective strate-
gies.  In less than two hours, Protective Measures will
induce problem solving using realistic scenarios and guid-
ed discussion, and provide some vital considerations for
higher level group or organizational readiness and
resilience initiatives.

Taking note of the unique and dynamic complexities of
our communities, Protective Measures is customized for
public, private and nonprofit audiences at any level of the
organization or community, from the household to the cor-
porate boardroom.  A “Train the Trainer” aspect is incorpo-
rated to seed and sustain the valuable practice well after
facilitators have closed the session.

Some very important objectives are satisfied for poli-
cy makers after a Protective Measures Workshop; (1) facil-
itators can be confident that attendees participated in
their own preparedness activity; (2) with the use of a short
survey evaluation capturing qualitative and subjective
data, facilitators can measure the relative value and
progress provided to individuals and groups by their par-
ticipation; (3) the data captured can build and inform
higher level organizational planning and enable manage-
ment or the community to enhance their probability of
successful outcomes in a crisis situation.

Looking at the community as a complex system of sys-
tems, Protective Measures recognizes that individual and
organizational resilience is a fluctuating state of mind and
being; here today, gone tomorrow, affected by many differ-
ent factors seen and unseen, known and unknown.  Focus
is placed on the individual component parts, people;
assisting them in discovering, encouraging and enhancing
those attributes and practices that enable life and pros-
perity and applying them to emergency situations. 

Individual and community resilience is important in a
holistic sense and not just for emergencies.  Likewise, it is
not something you can stick into a binder on the shelf to
be used effectively at some unknown time in some
unknown event.  The Protective Measures approach does-
n’t assign labels, doesn’t assume deficiency and doesn’t
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provide all the answers.
Follow-on is motivated by discovering and exposing

issues and concerns that need to be addressed if we are
to expect the behaviors and actions of the people affect-
ed by disaster to enhance performance and survival.  

There is ample opportunity in individual and commu-
nity and organizational readiness and resilience.  By lever-
aging the positive attributes, practices and resources
organic to the community, Protective Measures
Workshops can effectively address those opportunities
and help people understand they can be responsible for
their survival.

For more information please contact Mary Rhedin,
Community Preparedness Officer, FEMA Region 5; (312)
315-5394 or mary.rhedin@fema.dhs.gov .

Abouth the Author:  David J. Duecker is a Senior
Consultant with Teracore Inc., a Washington,
D.C. based consulting firm, supporting FEMA’s
National Preparedness Division.  David has been
an administrator for the State of Wisconsin,
served on the staff of Wisconsin Congressman
Paul Ryan, and a pilot with the U. S. Marine Corps
and Navy.  He is the past Founder and President
of the National Security Network and the
Southeast Wisconsin Homeland Security
Partnership.  He directed conferences on state
and regional Pandemic Planning, Critical
Infrastructure Security, and Emergency
Evacuations.  David received his degree from
Northern Michigan University in 1982.  �
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Wheeled fire extinguishers are commonly found at air-
ports.  These units are typically required by code in areas
of fuel storage or transfer operations.  Fuel farms, aircraft
maintenance areas and aircraft servicing locations at ter-
minals, are normally equipped with these types of units.  

Live fire extinguisher training is conducted by many
airport fire departments.  Unfortunately, live training with
these large wheeled units, is difficult to perform.  From a
cost perspective, discharging large quantities of dry
chemical or clean agents for extinguisher training is not
feasible.  In addition, environmental concerns may prohib-
it the use of these agents for anything other than an actu-
al fire.  This typically results in a walk through demonstra-
tion without actually using these large fire extinguishers.
Indianapolis ( IND) recently came up with a solution to pro-
vide actual hands-on training with a wheeled fire extin-
guisher that is both economically feasible and environ-
mentally friendly.

A tenant at the airport was in possession of a stored
pressure wheeled dry chemical extinguisher.  The unit had
come into disrepair and it was not feasible to repair it.
This particular unit is an Amerex 125lb. model.  The frame
was cracked, the tank was overdue hydrostatic testing,
and other problems made it a candidate for for disposal.
The unit was offered to the fire department.  Then the
project started.

Realizing this old fire extinguisher had potential as a
training aid, a plan was put in place to convert it for such
and do it as cheap as possible.  Right from the beginning,
it was determined to convert this tool to water use.  The
goal was to facilitate the operation of a wheeled fire extin-
guisher over multiple users in a short period of time.  It
needed to emulate the operation of an actual wheeled fire
extinguisher as much as possible.

Working with airport maintenance personnel, the old
extinguisher was disassembled.  Metal repairs were made
to the cracked frame.  The tank was emptied of potassium
bicarbonate and cleaned.  All metal surfaces were pre-
pared for future painting.  To provide for multiple users in
a short period of time, a hole was drilled through the tank.

A one inch hose was then extended from the charging
valve to an external water source connection.
Approximately four feet of fueling hose was used for this
purpose.  A 1½ inch NST thread to 1 inch pipe thread
adapter was installed on the
external side of the tank to
the fueling hose., allowing
for a 1½ inch fire hose to be
connected as a source of
water during training.  After
the plumbing parts were
installed and tested, the unit
was then painted.  

To preclude the unit being mistakenly provided as a
source of fire protection, it was decided to paint the tank
white.  The tank was then labeled on three sides and the
top “For Training Use Only”.  The unit is kept at fire station
1 and now used for live fire extinguisher training monthly.
As refueling personnel and airline maintenance techni-
cians are frequent students of fire extinguisher training,
this old wheeled unit enhances the “hands-on” experience
by allowing them to deploy the hose and charge the unit
prior to actually using it for a live fire.  These are the same

motions necessary for
using wheeled fire extin-
guishers in the field.  To
ensure life like conditions,
students combat a fire on
a propane fire extinguish-
er unit and the water
source is shut off slowly to
emulate depleting the
agent tank. 

About the Author:
See Kevin’s bio on
page 9. �

Wheeled Fire Extinguisher Trainer
by Kevin Elmore 



It's January in Winnipeg Canada, and the temperature
is a balmy -25oC/-13oF, with the wind chill of -37oC/-
35oF.  For up to 6 months of the year we can expect below
freezing temperatures at airports located above the 49th
parallel, (although it is not uncommon to experience these
frigid temps at lower latitudes as well.) Regardless of
where your airport is situated, you can also expect to con-
tend with large amounts of snow adding a new dimension
to your ARFF response capabilities.

Some considerations during these less than ideal
weather conditions include ensuring measures are taken
to prevent pipes and valves from freezing, as well as plan-
ning heated transportation or shelters for passengers who
have been evacuated from their aircraft. Assuming wher-
ever this aircraft came from is warmer than the subzero
paradise you currently call home, you can also bet the
folks on board will not be dressed for the outdoor condi-
tions they are about to encounter. They may be wearing lit-
tle more than t-shirts, shorts and flip flops, standing on
snow in the middle of your airfield in 40km/h/25mph
winds with blowing snow and near zero visibility. The inci-
dent may be minor; however exposure to the elements for
the passengers and crew is potentially a major one.

Cold weather operations encompass many aspects of
ARFF; this article will touch on some key areas that are
adversely affected when the mercury drops below the
freezing mark. These include your daily truck inspection,
driving hazards on the airfield, GPS/DEVs vehicle opera-
tions, deployment of hose lines, considerations when dis-
charging agent, SCBA maintenance and incident com-
mand hurdles.   Successful winter operations start with
your daily truck inspection. Along with your routine walk
around, some areas of interest that are affected by cold
would be:

• Inlet and outlet agent ports, ensuring they are
sprayed with antifreeze for ease of cap removal.  

• Ensuring that pipe drains are functioning at low

points and are not clogged with debris or ice. 
• Hand lines, nozzles and appliances should be

cleared of water utilizing the “blow down” function; bails
should move freely and display no visible stress fractures
or splits from previous ice buildup and expansion.  

• When inspecting the airbrake system on your
apparatus bleed off all the moisture within the system and
inspect the air dryer for proper function.  Moisture in the
system when operating in cold climates can freeze brakes
in minutes.  

• Also keep any portable gas power unit topped up
with fuel, gasoline antifreeze may be added as a precau-
tion if needed to prevent ice buildup in the fuel system.

• Use of battery power equipment in extreme cold
can be done; however since battery life significantly drops
as a result of these temps, batteries should be kept both
fully charged and warm if possible to maximize perform-
ance. 

• Engage your piping/body heaters during your run
up, allowing time for you to verify that the system is func-
tioning.  Before backing in and turning off your truck a
good rule of thumb is to switch off your heaters 5-10 min
before vehicle shut down allowing time for the heaters to
cycle down, thus preventing fuel system gumming and
heater malfunction. 

Vehicle operation on the airfield during cold weather
adds another dynamic variable to our jobs. You may be
maneuvering on taxiways or runways that are half covered
with ice patches and snow drifts, sharing the fun with
numerous aircraft as well as plow and blower vehicles
maintaining the airfield.  In zero visibility conditions due to
ice fog or blowing snow, the possibility of disorientation
leading to a runway incursion is a reality when operating
on a wide open airfield.

Practical driver training during these times utilizing
the tools on board such as a Driver Enhancement Vision
system (DEVS), Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR) or just a

Cold Weather Operations for ARFF
by Wade Forster 
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This article is a follow up to the article I wrote in the
last edition concerning the four applied research projects
the ARFF Working Group (ARFFWG) and Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) are jointly conducting concerning the
National Transportation Safety Board’s (NTSB) recommen-
dations from the report on the Asiana Flight 214 crash.  In
this article, I address the process of research itself. 

While conducting research in order to find a solution
to a problem, the data collected falls into two categories:
quantitative and qualitative.  Quantitative data are usual-
ly statistics that are gained through structured questions,
while qualitative data are found from “words as generated
from the broad answer to questions in interviews…open-
ended questions in a questionnaire, or through observa-
tions (Sekaran and Bougie, 2013, p. 3). “  Either one or a
mix of both of these research methods can be used when

conducting research.      
Each ARFFWG Task Group will determine what sort of

research fits best to their assigned recommendation.
There are a few items that need to be addressed in this
decision: the problem statement and the research ques-
tions.  For these studies the problem statements have
already been formed via the NTSB recommendations.
One of the first actions of the Task Group will be to devel-
op research questions, which really is an educated
assumption on what would fix the issue.   A search of lit-
erature needs to occur at this stage in order to find sup-
port and gaps in knowledge and understanding of the
problem.  Literature, such as journal and trade magazine
articles, regulations, standards, and other sort of materi-
als, needs to be collected and reviewed on the assigned
topic. 

The Process of Research
by Rene Herron 

GPS is paramount for us to feel comfortable while navigat-
ing on the airfield.   You could consider simple things,
such as turning on the laptop or GPS and having it in
SLEEP mode open and ready to go when the airport is
experiencing these weather conditions.  When the horn or
bell sounds, simply tap the ON button and have the com-
puter ready to go as you roll out the door instead of flip-
ping open the laptop, trying to find the ON button, and
waiting for the computer to warm up and then accessing
the system. Driving to the scene during normal conditions
can be challenging enough, add in extreme cold, signifi-
cant depth of snow combined with no visibility and it can
make for an extremely difficult response; therefore prepa-
ration is paramount to a safe, timely arrival and mitigation
of the incident.  

Use of SCBAs outside in the cold can be tricky as reg-
ulators and exhalation valves can freeze when on scene.
Care should be given to ensure moisture is eliminated
from the regulator and that the exhalation valve is free
and functioning prior to air hook up. Facepieces may fog
up but a quick blast of the bypass will clear up that issue.

From an Incident Command standpoint, adverse
weather conditions may pose the problem of simply get-
ting to the incident, large amounts of snow in your path,
reduced visibility, and wind chill factors that increase the
potential for frostbite and hypothermia. Compound that
with transportation and shelter needs for passengers fol-
lowed by a call on the radio from a firefighter that their
truck has stopped working from a mechanical issue likely
caused by the inclement conditions (i.e. frozen hand lines
or nozzles) ... needless to say you will have your hands full
in very short order.

If there is a silver lining to cold weather operations, it
would be that the flash point of Jet A is not a factor (A lit-
tle spot fire not all bad?) and fuel spills are easily con-
trolled due to the slow rate of spread. If needed, snow can
also be used as a means of containment. Another plus is
that our heavy ARFF vehicles can be driven off of hard sur-
faces without problems as a result of the frozen ground.

So yes, it’s cold. Neither responders nor things
mechanical like it. But, preparation and training during
these conditions allows us to safely mitigate any incident
that may come your way.  Once that is done we can all
head back to the hall for a nice cup of hot coffee and start
the clean-up process.

About the Author:  Fire Captain
Wade Forster has been with the
Winnipeg Airport Authority Fire
Department for 11 years,  and in
the fire service for 19 years. He is a
licensed EMR-T and currently serves
as the Section 8 Director (Canada)
for the ARFF Working Group.
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After reviewing the existing body of knowledge ques-
tions will arise on what additional information is needed
to support the Task Group’s research questions.  Each
Task Group will need to consider how they would answer
the questions. Do they need to describe the answers,
which would be qualitative in nature, or do they need to
compare things numerical, which would be quantitative
analysis? Perhaps, a mixture of both would support their
research questions the best. 

Once a decision has been made regarding the type of
additional data collection that needs to happen, a plan of
execution needs to be created.  First, the collection of
data needs to happen.  The timeframe and type of collec-
tion needs to be determined prior to the launch of
research itself. After the data is completely collected,
analysis begins.  The type of analysis depends on the type
of research conducted – qualitative or quantitative.   With
qualitative research, analysis lends itself to words and
terms frequently used – these are called nodes.  In quan-
titative data, basic characteristics of the data will identify
a type of statistical test that will be used. There are many
software packages that will assist with both of these
analysis processes. 

It is during this time that the Task Groups will deter-
mine whether or not the research questions were or were
not answered.  A collective decision on why this happened
creates a discussion portion of the research paper and
lends itself to the recommendations for the current and
future studies. For instance, perhaps the Task Group
should have examined a certain area in more depth.  

Like most things in life, at first research can be a chal-
lenge, but once started is easy to master and fast to
reveal results.  As I mentioned in my previous article, we
are always conducting research, whether we know it or
not.  This is just an opportunity to be a bit more formal
with it and support the ARFFWG. 

To volunteer to support the ARFFWG with these proj-
ects, simply go to the Hot Topics area of the ARFFWG web-
site, click on the NTSB area and then click on the “Join
Task Group” link.  You need to provide basic information,
including your resume.  You can apply for as many commit-
tees as you like, but you need to submit a new request
each time.  Your resume is reviewed by the BOD to verify
your knowledge, skills and abilities needed for the group,
but do not discount yourself merely because you do not
believe yourself to be qualified.  The BOD wants a diverse

membership for all committees and it is better to apply
than not to be an active part of this historic chapter of
ARFF.   

References
Sekaran, U., & Bougie, R. (2013). Research Methods

for Business: A Skill-Building Approach.  West Sussex:
United Kingdom. John Wiley & Sons.

About the Author:  Dr. Rene Herron is an
Associate Chair for the Emergency Services pro-
gram and an Assistant Professor at Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical University.  Her research interests
are primarily within the ARFF realm, but she is
also published in regards to academic online
technology within higher education.  Rene has
been in academe for almost 20 years and held
various positions, including Dean of Online
Instruction.     
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So…when was the last time you read a book?  Not
some popular novel or comic book, I mean an honest to
goodness non-fiction book.  Let’s refine this question
down even further by limiting the type of non-fiction books
to ones that have some sort of bearing on your job as an
ARFF firefighter or books that contain information that will
make you a better firefighter or officer.  Well, I’m waiting…!

We all recognize that you can’t learn the job from a
book and I agree with that, to a point.  Between FAA 139,
their Advisory Circulars and NFPA Standards, not to men-
tion the reams of documents produced by other agencies
and organizations, large & small; local and national, it
seems there is plenty of reading going on.  The point
referred to earlier is reached when we isolate ourselves to
just the arena in which we work; never looking outside our
little sphere of understanding…and I do mean little. 

Trade publications can fill some of this void but do not
provide the depth or comprehensive analysis that a book
can.  Not only that but as we grow into a career in ARFF we
need to expand our perspective to take into account what
other regions of the U.S. are doing related to fire protec-
tion, what other disciplines of the fire service are doing
and even going so far as exploring how other professions
are doing their jobs in a way  that might be useful to us as
firefighters.

Let’s also not forget that how we move into the future
is in large measure based on history.  Most of that history
provides the evolutionary progress that is necessary, but
others…not so much.  “Those who cannot remember the
past are condemned to repeat it.”-Philosopher George
Santayana

So as a means of hopefully broadening your horizons
as it were, I’m throwing down my short list of books that
have had an influence on me.  Some are reasonably new,
others are older but still contain valuable knowledge, still
others are what some of you may find ancient but the sig-
nificance is in the historical perspective they hold and
finally, a few are purely reference but obviously important.
The list is in no particular order so don’t try and read any-
thing into the lists order.

- “Red Watch”, Gordon Honeycomb ©1976-a his-
torical account of a catastrophic fire in London Fire
Brigade’s Paddington District that claimed the life of one
Brigade firefighter and seriously injured two others in
1974..Provides a historical perspective on how the London
Fire Brigade operated in those years and allows the read-
er see the differences in their fire ground operations com-
pared to those of the U.S. at a similar time.

- “Report From Engine Co. 82”, Dennis Smith
©1976-A contemporary book to the one above that
explores the FDNY of that period especially when it comes
to the area of New York Eng. Co. 82 protected from the
perspective of a firefighter in that company…himself.  The
popularity of the book propelled Mr. Smith into the pub-
lishing business when he started Firehouse Magazine, a

staple periodical found in virtually every fire station.
The author wrote a follow-on book several years later

entitled, “Report From Ground Zero”, his story of the
events of the FDNY at the World Trade Center in 2001.

- “Effective Company Command”, James O.
Page ©1973-Considered by history as the father of mod-
ern EMS in the fire service, he spent his career with the
L.A. County Fire Department retiring as a Battalion Chief
and then earning Phd. In Jurisprudence.  He was the
mover behind the TV show “Emergency”.

- “Flying Blind, Flying Safe”, Mary Schiavo,
©1997-Written by a former Inspector General of the Dept.
of Transportation.  This expose details the regulatory fail-
ings of the FAA historically that prompted many of the
changes and improvements in that organization that have
taken place over the last few decades.  This book is
immensely helpful in understanding today’s regulatory
environment in a context that explains a lot!

- “Aircraft Accident Analysis: Final Reports”,
James M. Walters and Robert L. Sumwalt III ©2000-this
book is a compendium of reports from the NTSB and other
country’s investigative authorities condensing their find-
ings into a very readable book. While it may not touch on
the most recent accidents, it still serves once again as a
historical perspective on how investigation results ulti-
mately changed and improved aircraft safety over the
years.  

As a note on the above, if you want even more infor-
mation on aviation accidents over the years, There are
several volumes of a book called “Air Disasters”, by
MacArthur Jobs that are even more details with graphic
depiction of event occurrences.

- “Young Men and Fire”, Norman Maclean
©1972-Again, a book that is aged but might be ageless.
You may recognize the author who wrote “A River Runs
Through It”, later made into an academy award winning
movie.  This book is the result of an over thirty year effort
to uncover the true history behind the Mann Gulch Fire
(Montana) in 1949 that killed twelve firefightrers in less
than 8 minutes.  It’s an exhaustive telling of the history of
wildland firefighting, the disaster that changed so much of
how wildland fires are fought today but recognizing that
these fires may be the most unpredictable and dangerous
of all types of fires.   It brings new respect to our brothers
and sisters that go toe-to-toe with this devil.

A follow-on to the above, John Maclean authored a
similarly in depth book,“Fire on the Mountain”, on the
Storm King Mountain (Colorado) wildfire that extinguished
the lives of fifteen firefighters in 1994.  Same devilish
potential, mistakes and miscommunication similar to
Mann Gulch repeated.  

- “Good to Great”, Jim Collins ©2001-This book
in my opinion is one of the most valuable managers tools
available.  The author used data collected by graduate
students over the course of several years to develop
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Dinosaur Watch:  Read a Book
by Paul Totton



through a consistent set of benchmarks, the best compa-
nies in the U.S. and an equally number of companies that
had been their competitor’s until they disappeared and
why these best companies succeeded where their com-
petitors failed.  Some example concepts that are
described are: Level 5 Leaders, Confronting the brutal
facts, the Hedgehog Concept, Cultures of discipline and
others.

- “The Fire Protection Handbook”, NFPA,
Latest Edition 2008-While this would be an expensive pur-
chase no matter what, every fire department should have
a copy.  This is an incredibly dense (3,500 page!!!) two vol-
ume book.  It’s well worth it in order to better understand
the foundations of the NFPA codes and help in determin-
ing how to interpret them.  Further, it provides a wealth of
information on a vast variety of other fire protection relat-
ed topics from management, budgets, disaster planning,

foams, etc.,etc., etc.
You can see that this list is pretty eclectic and certain-

ly not the end all and be all of books that would be of
interest and relevant to an ARFF firefighter or fire chief.
All it is an attempt to prompt you all to consider putting
down your remote, game controller and fantasy football
and look at things that just might enlighten you.  There are
tons of books out there so get off your ass and find ‘em!

“We are all born ignorant, but one must work hard to
remain stupid.”

Benjamin Franklin

About the Author: Paul Totton has been in and
around the ARFF community for . . . way too long!
He’s got a big mouth and doesn’t mind opening it
even if it’s only to switch feet. �
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We just turned to a new year, 2015! Wow, I hope it will
be a fantastic year in all possible ways, both personally
and for the ARFFWG and for all you members. There will
be a lot going on this year, planning for four conferences
and when you read this ARFF Chiefs has already hap-
pened. Sitting at home in Uppsala in early January looking
out of the window on the white landscape I am really long-
ing to take the flight to Ft Lauderdale January 24. I am
pretty sure it will be a few degrees warmer in Florida com-
pared to Uppsala!

Normally there has been a lot of financial business
conducted at our BOD F2F meeting, this year held prior to
the ARFF Chiefs, and there will be again, but not as much
as in previous years. We made a positive change and
made the F/Y budget for 2015 earlier than normal so the
BOD could vote for the F/Y budget 2015 at our monthly
BOD meeting in late November. Usually, this has been
done at ARFF Chiefs. I am really happy about it, this is how
it should be. Hopefully we will be continue this in coming
years. I work on our books and I am pleased with how
2014 looks, still a little bit too early to make a statement.
It will occur during ARFF Chiefs F2F meeting. but looking
at our 2014 figures makes me happy. It appears there will
be money to carry over to 2015 for our important busi-
ness. I am working hard preparing a new Treasurer for the
job, obviously we will not know who it will be until voting in
Atlanta at the annual, but all sitting BOD members have a
chance to follow the figures in an Excel file were we to fol-
low up our financials on daily basis.

In mid January, just prior ARFF Chiefs, I have the
opportunity to be in London, UK, for an ACI meeting with
the ACI RFF Working Group. The meeting is about the com-
ing EASA RFF medical regulations. I am looking forward to
this, both because I am very interested in how the medical
Acceptable Means of Compliance (AMC) and Guidance
Material (GM) will look and to just have the opportunity to
be in London, one of my favorite palces. As I probably have
mentioned before, the Swedish airports will be ruled by

EASA from 2016, probably from the second quarter of the
year, so a lot of planning needs to be done during this year
for our airports to be ready for the new regulation.
Meanwhile we will have an updated Swedish ARFF regula-
tion from January 15 stating that there is no need for
ARFF protection for Ambulance flights. The Swedish
Transport Agency define Ambulance flight as flights with,
or in order to retrieve, sick or injured persons, blood,
organs, medical supplies or medical personnel, where
immediate and rapid transportation is essential. Further
on the regulation states that the operator of an airport
shall provide emergency services for commercial flights.
Emergency services need not to be provided for flights
defined as ambulance flights. I am personally not sure
what I think about this, but I need to remember that up till
July 1st 2012 there was no need for emergency services
at Swedish Airports for “all cargo” flights and ambulance
flights, nor for passenger flights if the aircraft had a
MTOM of 10.000 kg or less or if the cabin configuration
was for 20 passengers or less. Well, this might not have
too huge an impact due to most Swedish Airports working
with the Basic Airport concept so most of the airport per-
sonnel are trained as fire fighters as well. Also a few words
about Section 11; at the moment I have 80 members on
the membership list, we are a huge section so 80 is not as
good as I had hoped for! I ask all of you that are a Section
11 member to spread the word about ARFFWG and try to
recruit more members. Finally, I want to thank Ronald
Dom who stepped up as not only as country coordinator
for Belgium but also as regional manager Europe. Read
more about Ronald at http://arffwg.org/management-
team/sectional-managers/ronald-dom-europe/ Welcome
onboard Ronald!

About the Author: Lars Erlandsson has been in
the ARFF industry since 1986, presently serving
as Senior ARFF Instructor, Swedavia AB Swedish
Airports. He is serving his 3rd year as Treasurer
for the ARFF Working Group. �

From the Treasurer
by Lars Erlandsson 



The Elmira/Corning
Regional Airport (ELM) is
located in the area
known as the Southern
Tier of New York State.
This regional airport is
plotted on almost 1,000
acres and serves approx-
imately 320,000 passen-

gers which include enplanements and deplanements per
year.  The airport is served by four airlines operating on
two asphalt runways.  A seasonal turf runway is also avail-
able for general aviation.  ELM is the serving air carrier air-
port for the Watkins Glen International Speedway, Corning
Glass, the New York State Fire Academy at Montour Falls,
NY and is the gateway to the Finger Lakes region.

Fire Protection for the airport is comprised of mem-
bers of the airport maintenance and operations depart-
ments.  These Chemung County, New York employees
include three members from Maintenance and seven
members of the Operations team.  This airport is an Index
B and staffing for ARFF is a minimum of one and may be
as many as seven depending on work schedule.
Structural fire-fighting, emergency medical care and other
types of emergencies on the airport are provided by off
airport agencies.

The vehicle fleet for ELM consists of three ARFF units
housed adjacent to the terminal.  

Truck 10 (pictured below) is a 2002 Oshkosh TI-3000.
This unit is equipped with manual turrets, a 3,000 gallon
water tank, 420 gallons of class B AFFF and 450 lbs. of
potassium bicarbonate.

Truck 11 (pictured below) is a 2001 Danko twin agent
vehicle on a Ford Chassis.  It carries 100 gallons of pre-
mixed foam and 450 lbs. of PKP.

Truck 12 (pictured below) is a 1990 E-One Titan
1500.  Truck 12 has electric over hydraulic turrets; this
vehicle carries 1500 gallons of water, 190 gallons of class
B AFFF and 450 lbs. of PKP dry chemical.

�
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Elmira/Corning Regional Airport

D e p a r t m e n t  P r o f i l e

The New York State Fire Academy



Amerex Defense introduced its new UL-listed, wheeled
fire extinguisher unit using 3M Novec 1230 Fire
Protection Fluid. The Amerex Model 775 unit offers the
first environmentally sustainable clean agent alternative
to Halon 1211-based wheeled units. 

With Novec 1230 fluid, the new wheeled unit address-
es the need for an effective fire suppression agent that
does not cause collateral damage to critical aircraft equip-
ment. 

Novec 1230 fluid is an environmentally sustainable
fire suppressant. With no ozone depletion potential and a

global warming potential (GWP) of one, Novec 1230 fluid
is well positioned to replace both Halon 1211 and HCFCs
sold into this application. The combination of its clean
agent and environmental properties enables a phase-
down in the use of Halon 1211 and HCFCs in flightline
applications in a manner that does not compromise readi-
ness, operations or the environment.

For more information about 3M Novec 1230 Fire
Protection Fluid, visit www.3M.com/novec1230fluid.

�
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Amerex Defense Introduces UL-Listed Wheeled Fire Extinguisher Unit Using

Environmentally Sustainable 3M Novec 1230 Fire Protection Fluid

Persistent Pollutants: New technique helps to identify
unreported fluorinated compounds in fire-suppressing
foams

Perfluorinated compounds, such as perfluorooctane
sulfonate (PFOS), help firefighting foams rapidly flow over
flaming liquids such as gasoline and jet fuel, cooling and
quenching fires. But despite environmental scientists’
concerns about these possibly toxic compounds accumu-
lating in wildlife and lurking in firefighters’ blood,
researchers don’t know the identity of many of the chem-
icals in the mixtures on the market. For the first time, a
new study borrows a medical research tool to pinpoint flu-
orochemicals in the blood of firefighters, identifying novel
compounds that have never before been publicly reported
(Environ. Sci. Technol. 2015, DOI: 10.1021/es503653n).

PFOS and other perfluorinated compounds are
extremely persistent in the environment, and toxicological
studies have linked the chemicals to kidney and bladder
cancer and thyroid disease. Airports and military bases
use large amounts of firefighting foams for training pur-
poses, and in some cases, the perfluorinated surfactants
have slipped into groundwater and surface water supplies,
triggering drinking water shutdowns. The complex mix of
largely unknown fluorinated compounds in foams includ-
ed PFOS until 3M, the largest manufacturer of PFOS, vol-
untarily phased out the compound in 2002 because of
toxicity concerns. Firefighting foam manufacturers have
since replaced PFOS with shorter chain fluorinated com-
pounds, many of which are not named by manufacturers.

To identify these mystery compounds, earlier studies
have taken advantage of improved analytical techniques,
such as quadrupole time-of-flight tandem mass spectrom-
etry (QTOF-MS/MS). “But since QTOF-MS/MS generates
thousands of organic compounds from an environmental
sample, identifying the unknowns is like trying to find a
needle in a haystack,” says María José Gómez Ramos, an
analytical chemist at the University of Queensland, in
Australia, and an author of the study.

She and her team realized they could isolate the
unknowns using a similar strategy to ones that medical
researchers use to identify unique biomarkers of dis-
eases. In those studies, researchers might compare com-
pounds found in the blood of cancer patients with those in
a healthy control group. For the new study, the scientists
compared the fluorinated surfactants in the blood of 20
firefighters with compounds in the blood of 20 students
and office workers who had not been exposed to firefight-
ing foams. Gómez Ramos figured that the compounds
unique to firefighters would contain unknown fluorinated
surfactants.

The scientists ran the blood samples through QTOF-
MS/MS, identifying more than 3,000 organic and fluori-
nated chemicals. But when the research team applied a
statistical analysis to the data, a clear separation between
the firefighters and controls emerged. The team found
nine fluorinated compounds, either exclusively or at signif-
icantly higher levels, in the firefighters’ blood. Only five of
those compounds appeared in online chemical databases
or in the literature. Interpreting the MS data, Gómez
Ramos tentatively identified the four unknown compounds
as sulfonic acids analogous to PFOS. “It is likely that the
unknowns have similar properties to PFOS, such as toxici-
ty and persistence in humans and environment,” Gómez
Ramos says. But further studies on the compounds are
warranted, she says.

Ian T. Cousins, an environmental chemist at
Stockholm University, points out that these new sulfonic
acids haven’t been found in commercial foams, so they
might be metabolites. But if they are in the foams, “then
we should be concerned for highly exposed groups like
firefighters,” Cousins says. “We know nothing about their
risks.”

Source:  Chemical & Engineering News 
Copyright © 2015 American Chemical Society

�

Novel Fluorinated Surfactants Discovered In Firefighters’ Blood



The Solberg Company has achieved Underwriters’
Laboratories of Canada (ULC) Listing Certification on the
company’s RE-HEALING™ fluorine-free and ARCTIC™ AFFF /
AR-AFFF (ATC™) foam concentrate product lines.  

In addition to its outstanding fire performance and long
drain times to provide superior vapor suppression, RE-HEAL-
ING Foam concentrates from Solberg are an innovative envi-
ronmentally sustainable fluorosurfactant and fluoropolymer-
free firefighting foam used to effectively extinguish Class B

hydrocarbon fuel fires with no environmental concerns for
persistence, bioaccumulation or toxic breakdown.  RE-HEAL-
ING Foam can be used with fresh, sea or brackish water and
possess excellent fire extinguishment and superior burn back
resistance due to its flow and rapid sealing characteristics.
The product takes its name from the foam’s physical “reseal-
ing” characteristics.  The ULC Certification for           RE-HEAL-
ING Foam includes RF3, 3% and RF6, 6% concentrate types. 

�
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SOLBERG® Expands Product Certifications on Foam Concentrates

Defence IQ (London, UK) has released  its annual
Military Flight Training Sector Report 2014 - 2015. The
report is split into two sections; Part I offers a consolidat-
ed outline of the world’s fixed-wing and rotary training air-
craft, listing nation-by-nation inventories and require-
ments alongside future plans. Part II provides an analysis
of exclusive data generated through a comprehensive sur-
vey of the military flight training community. 

Use the report to find out what the priority attributes
are for flight training in the next 10 years, the integration
of simulation with live fly, key investment areas for the
future and what the globally accepted rate of attrition is
among flight training professionals. 

Download the report at http://bit.ly/mftreportdfiq 
As an exclusive feature of this year’s report, Defence

IQ conducted a survey of the flight training community.
Findings include:

- More than three quarters (77%) of military
respondents indicated their current flight training systems
will not be sufficient to meet requirements in the next 10-
20 years.

- The need to improve integration of simulated and
live flying training was identified as the key priority for the
flight training community over the next 10-20 years.

- Almost exactly half of respondents (49%) suggest-
ed that 5-15% was the widely accepted attrition rate in
undergraduate flying training.

- Situational awareness and decision making was
identified as the most important skill to succeed in 5th
generation training.

The 54-page report has been coordinated with the
forthcoming 14th Annual Military Flight Training event,
which is set to take place on March 24-26 in London, UK.
Download the agenda at (http://bit.ly/mftagendapr) to
learn more about the event. 

About Defence IQ
Defence IQ is a news source for global defence and

military-related topics. Defence IQ can be joined at no
charge at http://www.defenceiq.com/join.cfm  

�

Defence IQ releases Military Flight Training Sector Report 2015

Orion Aerial Firefighters, a company dedicated to
return the P-3 Orion to aerial firefighting service, today
announced that it has begun its campaign to restore the
P-3 aircraft to firefighting service.  

In 2011, after 20 years in service as the backbone of
the US Forest Service’s large airtanker fleet for fighting
wildland fires in the United States, the US Forest Service
(USFS) cancelled the contract for six P-3 airtankers due to
a dispute between Aero Union, the owner of the P-3 fleet,
and the USFS, regarding maintenance practices.  

Orion Aerial Firefighters (Orion AFF) has assembled a
team of engineers, maintenance experts and pilots who
intend to return these aircraft to aerial firefighting. Orion
AFF has decided to solicit community support for funding
to bring the P-3 fleet back to service.

For additional information about Orion Aerial
Firefighters, visit orionaff.com or call 844-674-6623.

�

Orion Aerial to Revive P-3 Aerial Firefighting Fleet 
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NTSB Recent Accidents - Food for Thought
National Transportation Safety Board Accident Investigations September - December, 2014

EEddiittoorrss  nnoottee::  SSiinnccee  wwee  ddiidd  nnoott  ppuubblliisshh  aa  rreeppoorrtt  iinn  tthhee  pprreevviioouuss  eeddiittiioonn  ooff  ““AARRFFFF  NNeewwss””,,  hheerree  iiss  aa  ddoouubbllee  llooaaddeedd  rreeppoorrtt  ffoorr  yyoouurr  eeddii--
ffiiccaattiioonn……TToomm    

We publish these listings to identify incidents involving Schedule 14 CFR Part 121 operations. Pay special attention to the reason
for the NTSB investigation, the type of aircraft, souls on board, weather conditions and the “problem” with the aircraft. Then think
about how you or your department would handle a similar incident at your airport. 

The following reports contain preliminary information, subject to change, and may contain errors. Any errors in these reports
will be corrected when the final report has been completed.

Lee Shaffer
Section 5

CHILDHOOD - I was
born in Pueblo, Colorado,
where I lived until about
the age of 3 when I moved
to Southern California.
There I graduated high
school from Polytechnic
High School in Riverside,
California.  I have 3 sisters
and 2 brothers who are
spread out around the
country: one sister and brother live outside of Atlanta, Ga;
one brother in Lancaster, Ca; one sister in Mesa, Az; and
another just recently moved to Idaho.  My father is a
retired Navy Reservist, and mother recently retired from
the State of Arizona.  Growing up, my father was my best
friend meaning we did everything together such as camp-
ing, fishing, playing sports where he was my coach for sev-
eral years in little league football and baseball…I still look
up to him.  During high school, you might say I was a rebel
and would not listen to him, now I tell him "You were right,
Dad".  

MILITARY - In 1983, I joined the United States Air
Force where I was supposed to be a Law Enforcement
Specialist but was disqualified and was reassigned as a
Fire Protection Specialist; nothing against my LEO friends,
but that was probably one of the best things that hap-
pened to me. Those of you who served would know what I
mean during a nice, cold, snowy night when you were
tucked in your bed at the station while LE/SFS was count-
ing rivets on aircraft.  I completed my training at Chanute
AFB, I was assigned to Sembach Air Base in West
Germany; a small base outside of Kaiserslautern and
enjoyed every bit of that assignment.  My next assignment
would take me to Randolph AFB in Texas where I would
stay until I was honorably discharged in Oct 1992.  During
my military tour I responded to a variety of military aircraft
incidents, participated in advanced level trainings, made
Senior Airman Below the Zone, and put on SSgt in 4 years. 

CAREER & FAMILY - My civilian career started in April
1993 when I was hired by the Department of Defense for
Bergstrom Air Reserve Station, now Austin-Bergstrom

International Airport. I was assigned as a crew chief or
Lieutenant.  In December 1995, I was transferred to
Kirtland AFB in Albuquerque, New Mexico where I climbed
the ranks and am currently assigned as Asst. Fire Chief of
Special Operations/Training.  Prior to my present position,
I was a Battalion Chief and directly responsible for 22 per-
sonnel; along with all of other associated duties for that
position that include performing Asst. Chief Fire Chief
duties.  In 1988, I met my wife Teri, and on December 16,
1989 we were married.  Teri is currently in property man-
agement and runs a 180 unit apartment complex.  We
have a son, Drew, who lives in San Diego and works in the
advertisement business.  Teri is my rock, confident, part-
ner, and best friend.  We also have two dogs that keep us
busy. 

LEADERSHIP - I was promoted into this position of
Asst. Fire Chief of Special Operations/Training in August
2009.  Our department shares its runways with
Albuquerque Sunport and handles all aircraft, structural,
EMS, and special operations emergencies for the base;
and all aircraft emergencies for the airport.  Some of my
responsibilities include oversight of the training program,
hazardous materials' training for base responders, and
special operations.  I am also involved with other activities
such as ARFF coordination with Albuquerque Sunport, and
ARFF training between the Albuquerque fire department
and Kirtland AFB fire department.  Providing aircraft live
fire burns for some New Mexico fire departments.  I've
been a member of the ARFF WG since 2001.  During that
time, I coordinated a sectional training event, and assist-
ed in coordinating the 2011 ARFF Chiefs and Leadership
seminar.    

EDUCATION - My certifications includes Fire Officer IV,
Fire Instructor III, Fire Inspector III, ARFF Firefighter,
Hazardous Materials Technician/WMD, Hazardous
Materials Technician Instructor, Hazardous Materials IC,
NIMS 300 and 400.

I could keep going on and on, but then I will not have
anything to talk about when we meet.  Thank you for
affording me the opportunity to be the Director of Section
5 and part of the ARFF WG team.  We still have a lot to do
and look forward to making things happen for you and the
group.  As an old fire chief used to say, "It's high speed
and low drag". �

Meet ARFFWG Section 5 Director - Lee Shaffer
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Wichita Falls, TX BELL HELICOPTER TEXTRON 206L 1
NTSB Identification: CEN15FA003 Nonscheduled 14 CFR Part 135: Air Taxi & Commuter
Accident occurred Saturday, October 04, 2014 in Wichita Falls, TX
Aircraft: BELL HELICOPTER TEXTRON 206L 1, registration: N335AE Injuries: 3 Fatal,1 Serious

On October 4, 2014, about 0155 central daylight time, N335AE, a Bell 206L1+, was destroyed by post-impact fire after it impact-
ed terrain while on approach to the United Regional Hospital helipad, in Wichita Falls, Texas. The commercial pilot was seriously injured and
the patient, flight nurse, and paramedic sustained fatal injuries. The helicopter was registered to and operated by Air Evac EMS, Inc,
O'Fallon, Missouri. A company visual flight rules flight plan was filed for the patient transfer flight that departed Jackson County Hospital,
near Waurika, Oklahoma, about 0133. Visual meteorological conditions prevailed for the air medical flight conducted under the provisions
of 14 Code of Federal Regulations Part 135.

According to the pilot, he stated that he and his Duncan, Oklahoma, based medical crew had just returned from a flight to Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma, when he received a call from company dispatch to pick-up a patient in Waurika and transport him to United Regional
Hospital in Wichita Falls. The pilot accepted the flight, but told dispatch that they needed 15 minutes on the ground to prepare for the flight
since they had just landed.

The pilot said that he, along with the paramedic and flight nurse, re-boarded the helicopter, performed the necessary checklists, called
dispatch and filed a flight plan. The flight to Waurika was uneventful. After landing, the pilot stayed in the helicopter for about 20 minutes
with the engine running while the patient was prepped and loaded. The pilot and medical crew then departed for Wichita Falls. The weath-
er was clear and the wind was three knots or less. Upon arriving in Wichita Falls, the pilot said he performed a "high recon" of United
Regional Hospital's helipad and called out his intentions to land. He performed the pre-landing checklists, and started the approach to the
helipad from the northwest at an altitude of 700 feet above ground level (agl). Both of the hospital's lighted windsocks were "limp" but were
positioned so they were pointing toward the northwest. The pilot, who had landed at this helipad on numerous occasions, said the approach
was normal until he got closer to the helipad. He said he felt fast "about 12-15 knots" and a "little high," so he decided to abort the
approach. At this point, with about ¼ to ½ -inch of left anti-torque pedal applied, he added power, "tipped the nose over to get airspeed,"
and "pulled collective." The pilot said that as soon as he brought the collective up, the helicopter entered a rapid right turn. He described
the turn as "violent" and that it was the fastest he had ever "spun" in a helicopter. The pilot told the crew to hold on and that he was "going
to try and fly out of it." The pilot said he tried hard to get control of the helicopter by applying cyclic and initially "some" left anti-torque pedal
"but nothing happened." The pilot said he added more, but not full left anti-torque pedal as the helicopter continued to spin and he was
still unable to regain control. He also said the engine had plenty of power and was operating fine. The pilot recalled the helicopter spinning
at least five times before impacting the ground. The pilot said the helicopter landed inverted and quickly filled up with smoke. He unbuck-
led his seatbelt assembly, took off his helmet, punched out the windshield and exited the burning helicopter.

The pilot also said that he did not hear any unusual noises prior to the "tail coming out from underneath them" and did not recall hear-
ing any warning horns or seeing any warning/caution lights. When asked what he thought caused the helicopter to spin to the right so quick-
ly, he replied, "I don't know."

The helicopter was equipped with tracking software that recorded its position every 60 seconds. A preliminary review of the track data
revealed that after the helicopter departed Waurika, it flew on a south westerly heading until it crossed Highway 447 in Wichita Falls. It then
flew on a westerly heading until it reached Highway 287, where it then turned on a north westerly heading. As it flew to the northwest, the
helicopter flew past United Regional Hospital to the east before it made a 180 degree turn about 1 to 1.5 miles north of the hospital. The
helicopter then proceeded directly to the helipad on a south easterly heading before the data stopped at 0154, about .2 miles north west
of the helipad. At that time, the helicopter was about 212 feet above ground level (agl), on a heading of 138 degrees at a ground speed of
11 knots.

A portion of the accident flight and impact were captured on one of the hospital's surveillance cameras. A preliminary review of the
surveillance tape revealed the helicopter approached the helipad from the north with the spotlight turned on (The pilot did state in his inter-
view that he was using the spotlight during the approach). The helicopter then climbed and went out of frame before it reappeared in a
descending right hand turn before it impacted the ground. The time of impact was recorded at 0154:56. About 6 seconds later, a large
explosion occurred where the helicopter impacted the ground. 

An on-scene examination of the helicopter was conducted on October 4-5, 2014, under the supervision of the National Transportation
Safety Board Investigator-in-Charge (NTSB IIC). The helicopter collided with power lines and came to rest inverted between two trees that
lined a public sidewalk about one block northeast of the helipad. All major components of the helicopter were located at the main impact
site. A post-impact fire consumed the main fuselage and portion of the tail boom. The tail rotor assembly and vertical fin exhibited minor
fire and impact damage. 

The pilot held a commercial pilot certificate for rotorcraft-helicopter, and instrument rotorcraft-helicopter. His employer reported his
total flight time as 1,810 hours. About 1,584 of those hours were in helicopters, of which, 214 hours were in the Bell 206 model helicop-
ter. His last Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) second class medical was issued on May 13, 2014, without limitations or waivers.

�
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Wichita, KS RAYTHEON AIRCRAFT COMPANY B200
NTSB Identification: CEN15FA034 14 CFR Part 91: General Aviation
Accident occurred Thursday, October 30, 2014 in Wichita, KS
Aircraft: RAYTHEON AIRCRAFT COMPANY B200, registration: N52SZ Injuries: 4 Fatal, 2 Serious,4 Minor

On October 30, 2014, at 0948 central daylight time, a Raytheon Aircraft Company King Air B200, N52SZ, impacted the Flight
Safety International (FSI) building located on the airport after departure from the Wichita Mid-Continent Airport (KICT), Wichita, Kansas. The
pilot, who was the sole occupant, was fatally injured and the airplane was destroyed. Three building occupants were fatally injured, 2 occu-
pants sustained serious injuries and four occupants sustained minor injuries. The airplane was registered to and operated by Gilleland
Aviation, Inc., Georgetown, Texas, under the provisions of 14 Code of Federal Regulations Part 91 as a business flight. Visual meteorologi-
cal conditions prevailed and an instrument flight rules (IFR) flight plan was filed. The flight originated at 0947 and was en route to the Mena
Intermountain Municipal Airport (KMEZ), Mena, Arkansas. 

According to the air traffic control (ATC) recordings, at 0947:06, the airplane departed runway 1R and was instructed by the controller
to fly runway heading. At 0948:17, the pilot declared an emergency and stated that he "lost the left engine."

According to witnesses on the ground, after the airplane departed runway 1R, a left turn was initiated and the airplane's altitude was
estimated less than 150 feet above the ground. One witness observed the airplane shortly after it became airborne and heard a reduction
in power on one engine before it entered the left turn. Another witness saw the airplane from about 20 yards away. He said the airplane
was in a left turn and approached the hangars east of FSI, then the wings were level as it flew west toward FSI. The airplane's landing gear
were "down and locked", the flaps were extended, the rudder was neutral, and the right engine was at full power. The witness did not see
the left engine. The airplane then disappeared from his view and he heard the sound of an impact. Another witness observed the airplane
in its final seconds before it impacted the FSI building. He said the airplane was on a heading of 240 degrees and was in a "gradual"
descending left turn. He thought the airplane was going to land on the west runway, but then it collided with the northeast corner of the
FSI building. The witness said the landing gear were extended and both propellers were rotating, but he could not determine at what power
setting. He said the airplane's left engine struck the building first just below the roof line, followed by the outboard section of the left wing.
When the wing impacted the building it separated and the airplane rolled to about 70 degrees bank angle. The nose of the airplane struck
the roof of the building and the airplane slid for about 20-30 feet before the tail section came over the top of the airplane followed by a
large explosion. A postimpact fire ensued. 

Surveillance video from the surrounding buildings was obtained and will be reviewed. 
The airplane was equipped with a Fairchild Model A100S cockpit voice recorder (CVR). The unit was removed from the wreckage and

sent to the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) Vehicle Recorder Laboratory for download. 
The airplane was equipped with two Sandel ST3400 Terrain Awareness and Warning System / Radio Magnetic Indicator (TAWS/RMI)

units. These units were retained by the NTSB and will be examined for recorded flight data. 
At 0953, the automated weather observation at KICT reported wind from 350 degrees and 16 knots, 10 miles of visibility, a few clouds

at 15,000 feet, temperature 59° Fahrenheit (F), dew point 37° F, and altimeter setting 30.12 inches of mercury. 
The wreckage has been retained for further examination. �

Gaithersburg, MD EMBRAER EMB-500
NTSB Identification: DCA15MA029 14 CFR Part 91: General Aviation
Accident occurred Monday, December 08, 2014 in Gaithersburg, MD
Aircraft: EMBRAER EMB-500, registration: N100EQ Injuries: 6 Fatal

On December 8, 2014, about 1041 Eastern Standard Time (EST), an Embraer EMB-500 Phenom 100, N100EQ, impacted terrain
and houses about 0.75 miles short of runway 14 while on approach to Montgomery County Airpark (GAI), Gaithersburg, Maryland. The air-
line transport rated pilot and two passengers were fatally injured as well as three persons on the ground. The airplane was destroyed dur-
ing the impact and ensuing fire. Marginal visual meteorological conditions prevailed at the time and the flight was operating on an instru-
ment flight rules (IFR) flight plan. The airplane was registered to and operated by Sage Aviation LLC., of Chapel Hill, North Carolina, under
the provisions of 14 Code of Federal Regulations Part 91 as a personal flight. The flight originated from Horace Williams Airport (IGX),
Chapel Hill, North Carolina, with GAI as its intended destination.

�
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Chicago, IL AERO COMMANDER 500 B
NTSB Identification: CEN15FA048 Nonscheduled 14 CFR Part 135: Air Taxi & Commuter
Accident occurred Tuesday, November 18, 2014 in Chicago, IL
Aircraft: AERO COMMANDER 500 B, registration: N30MB Injuries: 1 Fatal

On November 18, 2014, about 0245 Central Standard Time, an Aero Commander model 500 B airplane, N30MB, impacted a res-
idence while attempting to return after takeoff from the Chicago Midway International Airport (MDW), Chicago, Illinois. The pilot was fatal-
ly injured. The airplane was substantially damaged. The airplane was registered to and operated by Central Airlines, Inc., dba Central Air
Southwest, under the provisions of 14 Code of Federal Regulations Part 135 as an on-demand cargo charter flight. Night visual meteoro-
logical conditions prevailed for the flight, which was operated on an instrument flight rules flight plan. The flight originated from MDW about
0238. The intended destination was the Ohio State University Airport (OSU), Columbus, Ohio.

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) air traffic control data (ATC) revealed that the flight was cleared for takeoff at 0238 from runway
31C, to be followed by a right turn to a heading of 110 degrees. About 2 minutes later, the pilot informed the MDW tower controller that he
was having trouble with the left engine and requested to return to the airport. The pilot elected to fly a left-hand traffic pattern and return
for a landing on runway 31C. At 0241, the controller cleared the pilot to land as requested.

The initial ATC radar contact was recorded at 0240:34 (hhmm:ss) and located about 0.51 mile west-northwest of the departure thresh-
old of runway 31C. The altitude associated with that data point was about 800 feet mean sea level (msl). The radar data depicted the air-
plane turning left to become established on a southwest course, paralleling runway 31C on a downwind traffic pattern leg. The final radar
data point was recorded at 0242:01 and was located about 0.54 miles south-southwest of the approach threshold of runway 31C; this was
about 0.15 miles southwest of the accident site. The altitude associate with the final data point was about 800 feet msl. The accident site
was located 0.50 miles southeast of the runway 31C approach threshold.

The airplane impacted a residence, with the forward fuselage coming to rest within the building. The southwest corner of the home
was destroyed. Both wings remained attached to the fuselage. The left wing was located outside the building perimeter, with the wing tip
resting on the ground. The right wing remained attached to the fuselage, with the outboard portion of the wing extending outside of the
building perimeter and over the roof of the adjacent residence. The buildings were separated by approximately 10 feet. The left engine
remained attached to the wing, and the left propeller remained attached to the engine. The right engine had separated from the wing and
the right propeller had separated from the engine; both were located within the home. The aft fuselage and empennage remained attached
to the remainder of the airframe. However, they were dislocated to the right relative to the forward fuselage. The aft fuselage/empennage
came to rest on the roof of the adjacent residence. Damage to that home appeared limited to the roof and soffit area at the northeast cor-
ner of the structure. The flight control surfaces and wing flaps remained attached to the airframe. The landing gear was in the extended
position when observed at the accident site. The forward fuselage and wings were oriented on an approximate magnetic heading of 030
degrees; the aft fuselage and empennage were oriented on an approximate magnetic heading of 005 degrees.

FAA records indicated that the pilot held a commercial pilot certificate with single engine land, multi-engine land, and instrument air-
plane ratings. The certificate included type ratings for CE-500 and LR-Jet airplanes. The pilot also held a flight instructor certificate with sin-
gle, multi-engine, and instrument airplane ratings. He was issued a first class airman medical certificate with a restriction for corrective
lenses on November 12, 2014. On the medical certificate application, the pilot reported a total flight time of 1,374 hours, with 303 hours
flown within the preceding 6 months. �

Roswell, NM CESSNA 208B
NTSB Identification: CEN15LA091 Scheduled 14 CFR Part 135: Air Taxi & Commuter
Accident occurred Tuesday, December 30, 2014 in Roswell, NM
Aircraft: CESSNA 208B, registration: N950FE Injuries: 1 Uninjured

On December 30, 2014, about 0825 Mountain Standard Time, a Cessna 208B, N950FE, operating as Baron Aviation flight 8756,
was substantially damaged after impacting terrain during an approach to landing at Roswell International Air Center Airport (ROW), Roswell,
New Mexico. The pilot was not injured. The airplane was registered to Federal Express Corporation; Memphis, Tennessee; and was operat-
ed by Baron Aviation Services, Inc.; Vichy, Missouri. Day instrument meteorological conditions (IMC) prevailed at the time of the accident
and an instrument flight rules (IFR) flight plan had been filed for the 14 Code of Federal Regulations Part 135 scheduled cargo flight. The
airplane departed Lubbock Preston Smith International Airport (LBB), Lubbock, Texas, about 0815 central standard time and was destined
for ROW.

According to the pilot he encountered inflight icing and solid IMC conditions for most of the flight and was unable to climb above 8,500
feet mean sea level. During the area surveillance radar approach to runway 35 at ROW the pilot discovered the elevator control was jammed
from the ice accumulation and he was able to control his descent only by adjusting power. The pilot was late in visually acquiring the run-
way and decided to make a circling approach to runway 35. On the second final approach, before crossing the runway threshold, the air-
plane suddenly experienced an uncommanded roll to the left and the left wing and left aileron impacted terrain. The airplane bounced and
came to rest upright on the runway.

At 0751 the automated weather observing system at ROW, reported wind from 020 degrees at 13 knots, visibility of 1 3/4 miles in
light snow, broken clouds at 500 feet, temperature minus 4 degrees Celsius (C), dew point minus 6 degrees C, with an altimeter setting of
30.41 inches of Mercury. Data from the United States Naval Observatory indicated that sunrise occurred at 0702. �
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Apparatus Deliveries

Greater Orlando International Airport has received their second
Panther 6x6 HRET from Rosenbauer.  

This Panther is powered by a 760 HP Detroit Diesel engine, an
electronic Twin Disc power shift transmission, Rosenbauer R600
pump system with a Rosenbauer “RVMA” foam system with selec-
table rate foam percentages of 1, 3 or 6% with the push of a button
from inside the cab or at the pump operators panel.  The firefighting
capacities include 3000 gallons of water, 400 gallons of foam,
500lbs. of dry chemical and 460lbs. of Halotron plumbed to the pen-
etrating tip. This vehicle has a full structural firefighting panel along
with 2 ½” discharge outlets and pre-connected hand lines. 

Other features include a Rosenbauer 7100 bumper turret and
Rosenbauer Stinger HRET with exclusive 30 degree off angle penetra-
tion capability, 90 degree rotation of the penetrating tip and multi-
function joystick for boom, pierce and nozzle control.

�

Oshkosh Airport Products announced that Servicios
Aeroportuarios Bolivianos S.A. (SABSA), airport administrator and
operations company for the country of Bolivia, has taken delivery of
three new generation Oshkosh® Striker® 6 X 6 aircraft rescue and
fire fighting (ARFF) vehicles. The Striker apparatus are being placed
into service at Viru Viru International Airport in Santa Cruz, J.
Wilstermann International Airport in Cochabamba, and El Alto
International Airport in La Paz.

The Strikers were shipped to the port of Iquique, Chile.
Subsequently, they were loaded onto flatbed vehicles for an ardu-
ous and challenging overland journey to the three airports. The
vehicles were driven in a convoy to their destinations at nighttime
due to regulations that reserve daytime travel for lighter vehicles.
The first stop entailed traveling a distance of more than 750 kilo-
meters (466 miles) to an elevation of 4,061 meters (13,325 feet)
to reach El Alto International, the world’s highest altitude interna-
tional airport. 

Each of the three Striker 6 X 6 vehicles for Bolivia is outfitted with a roof turret, an Oshkosh low attack bumper turret,
and a dry chemical system. The engine power pack components are readily accessed through walk-in doors on either side
of the engine compartment for easier servicing.  In addition, the Striker serving at El Alto International Airport is equipped
with a cold weather/high altitude package that includes piping inside the compartments to protect its firefighting compo-
nents. �

The Sarasota-Manatee Airport Authority, Sarasota Bradenton
International Airport, Florida just received their first Airwolf C3 RIV
from Rosenbauer.

This Airwolf features an International 4x4 four door cab and chas-
sis powered by a MaxxForce 330 hp engine, an Allison 3000 EVS
transmission, Rosenbauer 1,250 gpm pump system with “around the
pump” proportioning foam system, 500 pound dry chemical system
and carries 750 gallons of water and 90 gallons of foam. It boasts a
full structural firefighting panel along with a twin agent reel and com-
pressed air foam system (CAFS) plumbed to the bumper turret and
two (2) pre-connect hand lines. 

Other features include a Rosenbauer 7100 bumper turret with
hydro-chemical nozzle, #12,000 lb. front bumper winch, 10kw hydraulic generator with 12 and 120 volt scene lighting, elec-
tric cord reel with junction box and pneumatic hose reel. �
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Apparatus Deliveries

Oshkosh has delivered two new generation Oshkosh® Striker®
Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting (ARFF) vehicles to Hector
International Airport in Fargo, North Dakota. ARFF services at Hector
International had been provided by the adjacent North Dakota Air
National Guard air base. The base no longer requires ARFF services
due to its conversion to unmanned aircraft. 

Hector International purchased one Striker 6 x 6 with a Snozzle®
High Reach Extendable Turret (HRET), and a second Striker 4 x 4 with
a low attack bumper turret. Both vehicles are outfitted with TAK-4®
all-wheel and fully independent suspension, and a structural fire-
fighting package with water intakes, discharges, and 200-feet of pre-
connected hose available on both sides of the vehicle. “Our team is
saying these new Strikers are a great leap forward in technology –
from the cabs to the pumps and everything in between,” said Darren
Anderson, assistant airport director at Hector International.

�

The Vernal Regional Airport just received their Panther 4x4
Airport Rescue Fire Fighting Vehicle from Rosenbauer.  

This Panther is powered by a 760 HP Detroit Diesel engine, a
Twin Disc power shift transmission, Rosenbauer R600 pump system
with a Rosenbauer “RVMA” foam system with selectable rate foam
percentages of 1, 3 or 6% with the push of a button from inside the
cab or at the pump operators panel.  The firefighting capacities
include 1500 gallons of water, 200 gallons of foam and 500lbs. of
dry chemical. This vehicle has a full structural firefighting panel
along with 2 ½” discharge outlets and pre-connected hand lines. 

Other features include a Rosenbauer 7100  bumper turret and
7300 roof turret with Hydro-chem nozzle. 

Special features include: 10kw hydraulic generator , electric
cord reel and 120 volt brow mounted scene lights and Whelen LED
sirens.  

�
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